FIRST TERM ENGLISH WORKSHEET 2016-2017

Class -1

1& 11 GIRLS SECTION

1.Make sentences.
Flower -

_________________________________________

Mother -

_________________________________________

Water -

_________________________________________

Butterfly -

_________________________________________

Lovely -

_________________________________________

Big

_________________________________________

-
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2. Circle the correct word.
a. It is [Mother’s / Father’s] birthday.
b. Farmer Lal gives Champa some [eggs/fruits].
c. Riaz gives Champa some [oranges /mangoes].
d. Champa ties the flowers with a [rope/ribbon].
3. Write the opposites.
1. Give

x

______________

2. Up

x

______________

3. Stand

x

______________

4. Ripe

x

______________

5. Full

x

______________

6. Sad

x

______________
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4. Choose the correct nouns from the box and write them
in the correct column.
Sana, Peacock, Market, Chair, Horse, Father,
Jeddah , Dubai, Girl, Hen, Flower
Persons

Places

Animals

Basket,

Things

1._________1.__________1.____________1.___________
2._________2.__________ 2____________2.____________
3._________3.__________3.___________ 3.____________
5. Match the following.
1. Dina chachi

1. is Champa’s best friend.

2. Riaz

2. are very sweet.

3. The mangoes

3. is milking her cow.

4. The field

4. is full.

5. The basket

5. is very happy.

6. Champa

6. is full of flowers.
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6. Use the correct double letters to make words.

1. E __ __

2. Tr__ __

4. Sw __ __ t

3. Fu __ __

5 Ri__ __ on

6. Ha __ __ y

7. Write the correct words from the box that will go with
the words given below.
Pillow,

flowers,

mangoes,

tree,

basket,

milk

1. Fresh

___________

4. Empty ____________

2. Ripe

___________

5. Soft

____________

6. Tall

____________

3. Beautiful ___________
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8. Write the plurals for the following words.
1. Cup -

_____________ 11. Girl

2. Tomato - _____________ 12. Doll -

_________________
_________________

3. Bus -

_____________ 13. Glass - _________________

4. Box -

_____________ 14. Book - _________________

5. Dish -

_____________ 15. Pen -

6. Brush -

_____________ 16. Flower - ________________

7. Frock -

_____________ 17. Kite -

8. Fox -

_____________ 18. Apple - ________________

_________________

________________

9. Tree - _______________ 19. Watch - ________________
10. Hen - _______________ 20. Fruit - _________________
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9. Choose one word from the box and fill in the blanks.
Long,

Hot,

Pretty,

Wet, Small, Big,

Dry, Loose

1.

_____________ doll

2.

_____________ car

3.

_____________ umbrella

4.

_____________ milk

5.

_____________ towel

6.

______________ shirt

7.

______________ ribbon

8.

_____________ bug
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10. Write ‘a’ or ‘an’ for the following words
1

_____ egg

2

_____ cocoon

3

_____ elephant

4

_____ owl

5

_____ butterfly

6

_____ leaf

7

_____ desk

8

_____ apple

9

_____ table

10

_____ umbrella

11

____ ink-pot
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11. Look at the picture and complete the chart.

12. Look at the pictures and name each picture. Then write
the complete word
1
2

+

=_______________
+

=_______________

3

+

= ______________

4

+

=______________

5

+

=______________
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13. Look at the pictures and complete the sentence.

The hen lays an
____________

A ____________
comes out

She ________on the
egg for many days

One day the
egg_______________
9
__

14. Complete these – ate - words with the help of the
pictures.

.
1, ________ate

2._______ate

3.______ate

4. ______ate

15. Match and make new words.
A

B

1. Black

A. work

2. Pencil

B. writing

3. Home

C. board

4. Hand

D. ground

5. Play

E. book

6. Note

F. box
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16. Complete the words using ‘a’ and ‘e’.
1.

G__t___

4.

F__c___

2.

R___c___

5.

C__k__

3

C__g___

6.

P__g__

17. Tick ( ) the sentences that are true and cross (

) the

ones that are not true.
1. Little Grey Cat does not like his tail. So, he wants a new one.
[

]
2. The cats see a rabbit with a small, white cat. [

3. The bird has a big tail. [

]

4. The monkey has a long tail. [
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]

]

18. Fill in the blanks with words from the box

1

2.

3.

Small,

big,

4.

long,

5.

funny,

lovely

1. A __________flower

2. A ____________story

3. A____________ girl

4. A __________ ball

5. A ____________ legs
19.

Use

a, e, i, o, u and complete these words

1. Flow___r
4. So ___nd.

2. Fr___ end.

3. Pe___cock

5. Rabb___t.

20. Match the following.
1. Little Grey Cat

a. has a lovely tail.

2. The horse

b. has a small, white tail.

3. The rabbit

c. has a long tail.

4. The monkey

d. has a big tail.

5. The peacock

e. has no tail
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21. Read the passage and answer the questions
Tigers are big cats. They live in forests. They have orange
fur. There are black stripes on it.
Tigers have sharp teeth. They eat
large animals like dear. Sometimes
they eat monkeys, birds, frogs and fish. Tigers like water.
They swim well. They sit in water to keep cool. Baby tigers
are called cubs.
Choose the correct answer.
• Tigers are ____________________ [big / small].
• Their fur is ______________ [yellow/orange].
• There are __________ on their skin. [Dots/stripes]
• Their teeth are ___________ [long/sharp].
• Tigers eat ________ [animals / leaves].
• They can __________ well. [ Jump/swim ]
• Water keeps them __________. [Cool/wet]
• Their babies are called ______________ [cubs/kittens].
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22. Give one word answer
1. The place where you buy bread 2. The place where you buy medicines 3. The place where you can buy many things 4. The place where you get in to and get off trains5. The place where you find the sea and sand6. The place where you can meet doctors23. Answer these Questions
1, What does Dina Chachi give Champa?
_________________________________________________
2, What does Riaz give Champa?
__________________________________________________
3, Who is Lal?
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4. What does the caterpillar grow from?
___________________________________________________
5. What does the caterpillar eat?

6. What helps the seed to grow?
___________________________________________________
7. Why is Little Grey cat sad?
___________________________________________________
8.What kind of tail does the horse have?
___________________________________________________
9. What colours are there in the peacock’s tail?
___________________________________________________
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24.Read the passage and circle the correct answer
Roy has a new kite.But he is sad. He cannot fly his kite.
He runs up and down the street with his kite.
Still the kites does not fly high.
Then Roy goes to Ijas’s house.The two friends
try and pull the kite.But the kite just comes
down again. “ go to the park,” says Ijas’s
grandmother . “it is windy there.”.
The boys run to the park.now Roy’s kite can
fly in the wind.
Circle the correct answer
1. Roy has a big / new kite.
2. Roy cannot run/fly the kite.
3. He runs down the street/road with the kite.
4. Ijaz and Roy are brothers/friends.
5. They try to push/ pull the kite.
6. Ijaz’s grandmother says “go to the park/beach.
7. The park is noisy/ windy.
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25.Find the words hidden in the chain
shellshoesshipsshopsheepshirt
Now write these words in the correct places.
1. A snail has one on his back._________________
2. We wear them on our feet._________________
3. It sails on the sea______________
4. You buy things here.__________
5. It gives us wool.______________
6.

You wear this with trousers._________
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26.Write a sentence for each picture

1. Kitty/milk
___________________________________

2. Mika/ cake
___________________________________

3. Alka/mangoes
___________________________________

4. Grandfather /tea
____________________________________

5. Father/books
____________________________________
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27. Write a composition on

“ MY BEST FRIEND”

1._________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________

3._________________________________________________

4._________________________________________________

5._________________________________________________.

BEST OF LUCK
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